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If you like the idea of designing your own marine models
but are reluctant to go down the traditional 3D CAD path as
recently described in this newsletter, then the Dutch program
Delftship is just what you need. In its basic version it may
be downloaded free of charge from: http://www.delftship.
net/delftship/index.php/downloads/delftship-free
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The unrelenting pace of technological development has impacted
even on traditional hobbies such as our own. New techniques and
products can provoke anxiety amongst those long-term modellers
who have after all managed quite well without them. Yet even
they probably use some tools or techniques that once would have
been cutting edge and the subject of mutterings-under-the-breath
by other modellers - enlarging photocopiers or Dremel-type rotary
tools, for example.
Recent years have seen the introduction of 3D printing, brass etching and laser cutting to the production of model boat fittings and
structures, with the imminent extinction of brushed electric motors
in favour of brushless types. Our newsletter has highlighted many
ways that a computer may be put to use when making models.
It’s no use fighting or ignoring these developments, they are here
to stay - until replaced by something else - and help invigorate
the hobby, making possible things that couldn’t be done before.
Embrace them. They are in the end only tools, and it still takes a
creative person to get the best out of them.
Model portraits -9
Alan’s nippy police boat forms our subject this month, in
keeping with the feature on Delftship. You can decide for
yourself how close you think it turned out to the original 3D
computer model (right) that it was based on.

Alan recently used Delftship to design his police boat, based
on the original Aerokits Fast Patrol Launch, and picked up
the techniques very quickly. With Delftship, you work in 3D
right from the start. After putting in some basic parameters,
the program automatically generates a generic wireframe hull
model to size.

‘Control net’
highlighted in red
By adjusting the various control points on the model and
adding features as required, this generic hull is turned into an
accurate representation of the intended design. The process may require the creation of a chine line and transom to
convert the generic displacement hull into a planing hull. Superstructure and other details may then be added. To help in
this process, a plan of the intended vessel may be imported
as a background image and the model incrementally tweaked
in each view to bring it in line.

The 3D model produced may be coloured and viewed from
any angle to check the appearance or constructional details.
The program is used for full-size ship design and will also
calculate performance parameters such as the displacement,
drag, centre of buoyancy and stability. Never again need you
find yourself in the situation of building a hull and then discovering that it can’t carry the weight of your running gear!

